Caspar Daypass Subscription
Daypass pricing for casual user
A daypass gives you full access to use the Caspar system. Once activated the daypass will run
continuously for the duration of each pass being 24hrs. Any unused daypasses will roll over to
the following month in an active subscription period.

(Minimum 12 month subscription term)
Tier Plan

No. of Daypasses
per month

Monthly Subscription Fee
(ex GST)

Tier Plan 2

2

$70.00 per month

Tier Plan 3

3

$105.00 per month

Tier Plan 5

5

$150.00 per month

Tier Plan 7

7

$195.00 per month

Tier Plan 10

10

$250.00 per month

Credit & Collections
Our Caspar Automatic Datawashing facility, analyses your older data files, corrects, updates and
scores the records demographically to help you achieve greater results. The selfservice datawash system can process a whole book of recently purchased debts or overdue
accounts in minutes and provide you with the most current and comprehensive data information
on the consumers. On average, we append more than 50% new information with every wash, no
competitor comes close to that result!
Reconnect with debtors or clients quickly and understand which accounts should be pursued first
with the advanced scoring model. The Online Datawash system, will validate existing
records, repair broken or invalid records, append new contact information and a whole lot more
to empower you to get to the person you need to quickly.

Benefits of Datawashing (22 cents per record)


Ensure your address details are correct and up to date, our system locates their new address in
minutes if they have moved and provides you with the updated address. No manual searching
required.



Appending the highest % of new information such as new phone numbers, email addresses,
deceased flags, court judgment indicators, business ownership linkages and much more.



Highlighting geo-demographic at risk persons who have moved addresses with useful scoring &
wealth.



Reducing postage costs, printing and administration and wrong party contacts (WPC).



Saving employee resources to administer and handle postage multiple times or manually Skiptracing
larger volumes. Our Datawash facility does it all in minutes.



Increase your telephone contact effectiveness with accurate, new and connected numbers. Quickly
find out which contact numbers are connected and which ones are disconnected, all online saving
money.



Lower costs in rejuvenating old data and creating massive savings with higher ROI.



Improve your contact, payment and response rates dramatically with our daily updates. Our
Datawashing facility has access to the Pango Universe dataset containing over 450+Million records.



Our online facility allows the free download of all your errors in your old file before committing to any
purchases, allowing you to fix the errors yourself. You also receive a free analytic summary of the
wash on completion showing a visual of your data composition and audience.

Datawashing appends the following new data




New unique Mobile Phone numbers (Connectivity pinged for connection).
New unique Landline Phone numbers (Connectivity pinged for connection).
New addresses not previously known or the person may have moved, saving on manual
Skiptracing involvement.



New Email contact information.



Records flagged with Court actions / Judgement indicators.



Records flagged with Deceased person indicator to avoid sensitive embarrassing contact.



Records flagged with Business ABN indicator to the actual person / consumer & business
linkages.



Multiple contacts if available on the particular record, such as multiple contact numbers.



Geo-demographic Indicators flagged to all records, scored 1 to 10 for a better socio economic
understanding of the person being contacted & PTP debts (Income, Expenditure, Employment &
Education).



Full automated repairing of broken addresses, name updates and other useful information for
credit collections and the banking industry.

